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1.	Read	the	comprehension	passage from	the	book.	Then	answer	the	questions:-

a. Why was the pine tree not happy?
Ans. The pine tree was not happy because its leaves were like needles.
b. How did the glass leaves break?
Ans. The glass leaves broke because of the strong wind.
c. What happened to the green leaves on the pine tree?
Ans. The green leaves on the pine tree were eaten by the hungry goat.
d. What lesson did we learn from the passage?
Ans. The lesson we learnt from the passage is that one should be happy with whatever they have.
e. Fill in the blank;

The glass leaves sparkled in the sun.
The fairy tired her best to make the pine tree feel happy.
One must be happy with what one has.

f. Write the plural form of the following words.
Leaf- Leaves
Glass- Glasses

g. Write True or False.
A goat came and ate the gold leaves. False
The pine tree had no leaves. False
The fairy gave back the needles to the pine tree. True

h. Make sentences with the following words.
Sunshine- We must be grateful for the sunshine bright.
Smashed- The frame fell from the wall and smashed into pieces.

i. Write the three types of leaves the fairy gave the pine tree.
Ans. The three types of leaves the fairy gave the pine tree are gold, glass and green leaves.
j. Name the writer of the passage ‘The Pine Tree.’
Ans. The name of the writer is Louise Smythe.
k. Underline the correct answer.

Where would you find trees with needles? (in hilly regions/ near rivers)
Needles function as (the flowers/ the leaves) of pine trees.
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